
core-collapse SNe played an important role in

the production of dust in the early universe.
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Electric Fields at the Active Site of
an Enzyme: Direct Comparison of
Experiment with Theory
Ian T. Suydam, Christopher D. Snow, Vijay S. Pande, Steven G. Boxer*

The electric fields produced in folded proteins influence nearly every aspect of protein function. We
present a vibrational spectroscopy technique that measures changes in electric field at a specific
site of a protein as shifts in frequency (Stark shifts) of a calibrated nitrile vibration. A nitrile-
containing inhibitor is used to deliver a unique probe vibration to the active site of human aldose
reductase, and the response of the nitrile stretch frequency is measured for a series of mutations in
the enzyme active site. These shifts yield quantitative information on electric fields that can be
directly compared with electrostatics calculations. We show that extensive molecular dynamics
simulations and ensemble averaging are required to reproduce the observed changes in field.

T
he organization of charged and polar

groups in the folded state of proteins

produces large electric fields that influence

nearly every aspect of protein function. Electro-

statics calculations suggest that these fields vary

markedly from site to site in magnitude and

direction (1–3). The consequence of such

variations can be appreciated by considering a

dipolar transition state that separates a unit

charge over a distance of 1 ). If this dipole

were parallel to a field of 10 MV/cm, not

atypical of fields that are estimated to be present

in proteins, the energy of the transition state

would be lowered by 9.6 kJ/mol; thus, the

magnitude and direction of the field could have

a substantial effect on the rate of reaction. Sim-

ulations on a large number of enzymes support

this hypothesis and have shown that preorga-

nized electric fields in active sites contribute

substantially to transition-state stabilization (4).

Colorful maps of electrostatic potentials are

routinely included in papers describing or

analyzing protein structures and are often used

to speculate on the electrostatic contributions to

a variety of protein functions. However, there

are relatively few experiments that can be used

to test these calculations directly. Common

benchmarks related to changes in free energies,

such as pK
a
shifts (where K

a
is the acid

dissociation constant), redox potential shifts,

or binding constants, depend on a convolution

of factors including electrostatic interactions,

making direct comparisons to calculated poten-

tials difficult. Similarly, electrostatic interac-

tions can contribute substantially to the effect

of mutations on the rates of enzyme-catalyzed

reactions, but it is difficult to isolate their

contribution.

In contrast, spectroscopic observables that

relate directly to electric fields provide a straight-

forward connection to calculated potentials

(5, 6). The vibrational Stark effect, which de-

scribes the effect of an electric field on amolecular

vibration, provides a particularly straightforward

approach. The vibrational Stark tuning rate gives

the sensitivity of a probe vibration to an electric

field and can be calibrated by measuring the

vibrational Stark spectrum in a known external

electric field (7, 8). Once calibrated, a probe vi-

bration acts as a local reporter of its electrostatic

environment; its frequency shifts in response to

changes in nearby amino acids or protonation

states, offering a direct measurement of the

electric field change at specific sites. For many

vibrations, the effect of an electric field on the

stretching frequency is dominated by the projec-

tion of DmYprobe, the change in dipole moment

between the ground and excited states of the

probe transition, along the electric field vector

(8–12)

hcDnobs 0 jDmYprobe & DF
Y

protein ð1Þ
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where Dnobs is the observed frequency shift in

cmj1, h is Planck_s constant, c is the speed of

light, and DF
Y

protein is the change in field at the

probe location between two states of the

protein—for example, two conformational

states, two protonation states, or two mutants.

Previous vibrational Stark effect measure-

ments in proteins have focused almost exclu-

sively on the special case of diatomic ligands

bound to heme cofactors, most notably carbon

monoxide–bound myoglobin (7, 13). Bound CO

is an ideal vibrational probe because its frequency

is isolated, the transition is intense, and one can

obtain high-quality light-minus-dark difference

spectra through CO photolysis. We sought to

identify vibrational probes that could be applied

more generally. The nitrile (-CKN) stretching

mode has nearly ideal properties for a vibrational

probe, because its frequency is distinct from those

of any protein absorption, it is quite intense,

Dm
Y
probe is relatively large, and Dm

Y
probe lies along

the nitrile bond in mononitriles, oriented from

the nitrogen toward the carbon (8–10, 12). The

well-defined relationship between molecular

structure and the direction of DmYprobe provides

a straightforward connection between observed

frequency shifts, Dnobs, and changes in field,

DF
Y

protein, along the nitrile bond. Aromatic nitriles

can be incorporated into proteins through

chemical and biosynthetic strategies, and indi-

vidual nitrile vibrations can be observed in the

background of a protein (14, 15).

Here, we used vibrational Stark shifts to

measure changes in electric fields caused by

mutations in the active site of the enzyme human

aldose reductase (hALR2) (Fig. 1). Aldose re-

ductase catalyzes the first step in the polyol

pathway, an alternative route of glucose metab-

olism that has been implicated in a number of

diabetic complications (16). hALR2 has been

the subject of numerous inhibition and structural

studies, culminating recently in a collection of

inhibitor-bound structures solved at ultrahigh

resolution (17, 18). This wealth of structural da-

ta provides an excellent starting point for the

design of mutations anticipated to alter the field

in the active site and electrostatics calculations at

various levels of theory (19). In addition, the

nitrile containing inhibitor IDD743 (indexed by

the Institute for Diabetes Discovery) (Fig. 1C)

had been described and shown to inhibit hALR2

with a median inhibitory concentration (IC
50
) of

7 nM (18), providing a convenient method of

delivering a nitrile probe vibration to the active

site in a well-defined orientation. Ultrahigh-

resolution crystal structures have been reported

for hALR2 with two closely related inhibitors,

IDD393 and IDD594 (Fig. 1C), bound in the

active site (17, 20). The orientations of IDD393

and IDD594 in these structures are very similar,

and the IDD594 structure is of sufficient

resolution (0.66)) to identify 77% of active-site

hydrogens, clearly defining the protonation state

of several titratable residues in the active site.

The vibrational Stark spectrum of the IDD743

nitrile stretch is similar to those obtained for other

aromatic nitriles (8, 10), and a fit to the vibrational

Stark spectrum yields a magnitude for DmYprobe
of 0.041 D (fig. S1). Defining the nitrile axis

as pointing from carbon toward nitrogen,

DmYprobe=hc 0 j0:69 cmj1=ðMV=cmÞ, leading

to Eq. 2:

Dnobs 0 0:69ðcmj1=ðMV=cmÞÞ & DF¬ ð2Þ

where Dnobs is the cmj1 change in nitrile

stretching frequency observed in a mutant of

hALR2 relative to the wild-type (WT) protein,

ðnmutant j nWTÞ, and DF
¬
is the MV/cm change

in the electric field along the nitrile axis between

the mutant and wild type ðF¬;mutant j F¬;WTÞ.
According to this calibration, a mutation that

causes a change in field of þ1.0 MV/cm along

the IDD743 nitrile would cause a shift in the

nitrile stretching frequency of þ0.69 cm–1.

To demonstrate the ability of a nitrile vi-

bration to report on electric field changes caused

by mutation, we designed a series of mutants

predicted to produce large changes in the field

along the nitrile of IDD743. Mutations were

initially screened by performing continuum

electrostatics calculations on the wild-type

protein and a large number of potential mutants

Einput structures were modeled from the avail-

able IDD393 and IDD594 structures (21)^. For
the V47YD47 (V47D) mutation (22), continu-

um calculations performed with the internal

dielectric set to 4 predicted large changes in

both electric potential at the nitrile and electric

field projection along the nitrile (Fig. 2), giving

rise to a predicted Dn of –6.8 cm–1. From the

mutations screened, eight were chosen for actual

mutagenesis and infrared experiments, two of

which made direct contacts with the inhibitor but

were predicted to minimally perturb the field at

the nitrile (Y48F and H110A), three of which

were predicted to cause a measurable positive

change in field at the nitrile (W20Y, V47N, and

F121E), and three of which were predicted to

cause a measurable negative change in field at

the nitrile (V47D, Q49R, and K77M) (table S3).

On the basis of the IDD393 and IDD594

structures, each mutated residue is expected to

lie within 11 ) of the IDD743 nitrile, which is

positioned at the active-site cleft of the enzyme.

The selected mutations included buried (Y48F,

K77M, and H110A), partially exposed (W20Y,

V47D, and V47N), and fully solvated (Q49R

and F121E) sites, and each either added or

removed substantial charge or polarity.

Wild-type and mutant proteins were ex-

pressed and purified as described in the literature

(23). Proper folds were confirmed by kinetic

assay or by circular dichroism spectroscopy, and

cofactor binding was confirmed by kinetic

assay or by the spectral shift in the 340-nm

absorption band of reduced nicotinamide ade-

nine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) upon

binding (21). Samples for infrared spectros-

copy were prepared as 1:1:1 complexes of

hALR2:NADPþ:IDD743, the state of the en-

zyme present in the IDD393 and IDD594 crystal

structures Efor details of mutant characteriza-

tion, sample preparation, and infrared absorption

experiments, see (21)^. Although the nitrile

absorption band widths (Fig. 3A) were larger

than the observed frequency shift for the

mutations studied, frequency shifts measur-

able with our experimental resolution (0.5

cmj1) were observed for several mutants

Fig. 1. Model of the hALR2/NADPþ/IDD743 structure. (A) Location of IDD743 in the tertiary structure.
(B) Location of side chains mutated in this study relative to the nitrile of IDD743 (green). (C) Chemical
structure of IDD743 and closely related inhibitors, IDD393 and IDD594, for which high-resolution
structures are available (17, 20).
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(table S2). The V47D mutation shifts the

nitrile stretching frequency by –1.6 cm–1,

corresponding to a change in field along the

nitrile bond of –2.3 MV/cm relative to the

wild-type protein. This change in field is

much smaller than that predicted from contin-

uum electrostatics calculations on the initial

model for V47D (–9.9 MV/cm). In general,

the Stark shifts observed in the mutant spectra

correlated poorly with predictions based on

substitution of the calculated fields into Eq. 2

(Fig. 4).

Because the discrepancy between observed

and expected frequency shifts was greatest for

the two mutations closest to the nitrile, V47D

and V47N, we explored the effect of side chain

conformation on the calculated fields for these

mutations. Conformational flexibility is a com-

mon problem in using continuum electrostatics

calculations to predict changes in potential or

field caused by mutations or protonation events

(24). Uncertainty in side chain conformations is

often modeled by choosing a slightly higher

value for the internal dielectric, but such

dielectric scaling is not expected to remove local

errors (25, 26). This problem was most evident

for the V47N mutation. Here, reversing the

orientation of the side chain amide led to a sign

reversal of the predicted change in field, a

particularly notable example of the importance

of side chain orientation.

To evaluate the consequences of uncertainty

and appropriate averaging in side chain po-

sitions, we used a large set of independent

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to relax

the initial models toward an ensemble of

structures more representative of equilibrium

conformations. Techniques that combine MD

simulations with electrostatics calculations have

become increasingly popular and range in com-

plexity from combined quantummechanical and

molecular mechanical methods to approxima-

Fig. 2. (A) Result of continuum electrostatics calculation, with the interior dielectric set to 4, on the
initial model of wild-type hALR2/NADPþ/IDD743. Electrostatic potentials are plotted on the surface of
the enzyme from –10 kT/e (red) to þ10 kT/e (blue), where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is
temperature, and e is the charge of the electron. (B) Potentials from (A) plotted on a two-dimensional
slice running through the nitrile of IDD743 (green). (C) Expanded view of slice in (B) in the vicinity of
the nitrile probe. (D) Result of continuum electrostatics calculation, with the interior dielectric set to 4,
on the initial model of V47D hALR2/NADPþ/IDD743. Electrostatic potentials are plotted on the same
slice as in (C). The calculated change in field along the nitrile bond for the V47D mutation is –3.86 kT/eÅ
relative to the wild-type protein (1 kT/eÅ 0 2.57 MV/cm at 298 K).

Fig. 3. (A) Infrared absorption spectra of IDD743
bound to wild-type (black) and V47D (red) hALR2 in
the nitrile stretch region. Absorption spectra were
scaled to an absorbance of 1.0 at the absorption
maximum (typical absorption maxima were between
0.001 and 0.002). Nitrile stretching frequencies for
the mutants studied were as follows (in cmj1): wild
type (2241.6), W20Y (2240.9), V47D (2240.0),
V47N (2238.5), Y48F (2240.2), Q49R (2241.2),
K77M (2239.4), H110A (2242.1), and F121E
(2240.7) (B) Average trajectory of electric field
along the nitrile bond of IDD7434 bound to wild-
type (black) and V47D (red) hALR2. Each point is
the average of continuum electrostatics calcula-
tions, with the interior dielectric set to 2, per-
formed on multiple MD-generated structures. The
predicted change in field relaxes from greater
than –5 to –1.75 kT/eÅ in the first 200 ps of the
average trajectory. (C) Normalized distribution of
electric field along the nitrile of IDD743 for wild-
type (black) and V47D (red). Electric field values
were obtained from continuum electrostatics
calculations, with the interior dielectric set to 2,
performed on structures obtained from MD
trajectories at time points greater than 200 ps.
Dotted lines in (B) and (C) represent the mean
values of the distributions provided in (C).
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tions of the continuum model such as the

generalized Born method (2). The choice of

method depends on the quality of the structural

data available, the size of the system investigated,

and the time scale of the motions of interest. Both

structural reorganization and the consideration of

a diverse thermal ensemble are crucial. Because

structural data are not yet available for the

mutations studied (and even with structures, the

data are often not of sufficient resolution, es-

pecially for side chain orientations) we chose a

simulation method that allows the long time-scale

dynamics that might be required to observe side

chain reorganization to the equilibrium ensemble.

Dynamics simulations also allow an estimate of

the distribution in electric field produced by

thermal fluctuations about an equilibrium struc-

ture. This distribution of calculated electric fields

should better represent the time-averaged envi-

ronment reported in the infrared spectra.

To obtain statistically meaningful values of

the time-averaged fields, we simulated multiple

MD trajectories for up to 500 ps. Each initial

model was energy minimized, and 50 indepen-

dent implicit-solvent MD simulations were

initiated. Trajectories were calculated with the

distributed computing platform Folding@Home

(27) with structures saved every 0.5 ps (21).

After the completion of these simulations, con-

tinuum electrostatics calculations were performed

on each saved structure, providing the electric

potentials and fields as a function of time along

each trajectory. The potentials and fields for all

structures were calculated using an interior di-

electric value of 4 and repeated using an internal

dielectric of 2 to test the dependence of the fields

on this parameter. For each minimized mutant

structure, we performed more than 5000 continu-

um calculations at time steps along multiple tra-

jectories and then calculated the time-dependent

ensemble average projections of the electric field

along the nitrile bond (Fig. 3B).

The importance of relaxing initial models is

evident from the predicted change in field as a

function of time along these trajectories. Ensem-

ble average field trajectories of this type were

generated for each mutant (fig. S3) and the

predicted field was stable within 200 ps for all

mutants except V47N. For the V47N mutation, a

very slow relaxation toward more negative field

values was observed through 500 ps. Inspection

of individual trajectories identified the flip of the

Asn47 side chain amide as the origin of this slow

relaxation, with the conformation aligning the

side chain amide dipole with the nitrile bond

vector accumulating in time. Comparative anal-

ysis of five additional V47N ensembles, each

starting from a different initial conformation,

suggested that the low-field Asn rotamer is

favored at equilibrium. MD simulations initiated

from models with the Asn47 side chain amide in

the favored conformation led to stable values of

the field by 100 ps (fig. S3). The orientation of

side chain amides is a major source of

uncertainty in electrostatics calculations because

the vast majority of structures are of insufficient

resolution to define their orientation. The Asn47

trajectories suggest that the barrier to rotation for

side chain amides can be high, and that the

orientation of side chain amides can have a

profound effect on local fields. Thus, the ob-

served negative frequency shift for the V47N

mutation provides a strong prediction for the

relative orientation of the Asn47 amide when

IDD743 is bound.

To obtain relaxed values of the field along

the IDD743 nitrile, we collected more than 2000

structures from trajectory time points longer than

200 ps for the wild-type protein and for each

mutant; we then performed continuum calcu-

lations, first with an interior dielectric of 4 and

then with an internal dielectric of 2, for each

structure, generating field distributions past 200

ps (21) (Fig. 3C). The mean values of these dis-

tributions were then used to calculate the change

in field between mutants and the wild-type

protein (28). Using bootstrap analysis, we

estimated that the statistical error for changes

in field calculated from these distributions is at

most 0.05 MV/cm, although we expect addi-

tional systematic error in the calculated fields to

arise from MD and continuum electrostatics

parameters that have not been optimized to

reproduce electric field values.

The substantial improvement in the correla-

tion relative to that obtained from the initial

models demonstrates the importance of relaxing

side chain conformations (a process that requires

hundreds of picoseconds or more). Perhaps the

most important aspect of the calculated distri-

butions of field is that the width of these

distributions is greater than the difference in

means for any two mutants (fig. S4). These

widths demonstrate that the sensitivity of the

field to small structural changes can be much

greater than the average change in field caused

by mutation. For several of the mutants studied,

the fields predicted from initial models and

energy-minimized structures derived from those

models fell in the far wings of the later

calculated distribution, resulting in the poor

frequency-to-field correlation (Fig. 4, A and

B). Attempts to accurately calculate the time-

averaged field from a single structure rely on

obtaining a structure that represents the mean of

these distributions, a challenge even when good

structural data are available.

Continuum models are one of the most

popular methods of calculating electrostatic

properties of macromolecules. For many appli-

cations, the property of interest is a state of the

system for which complete structural informa-

tion is not available—for example, the effect of a

mutation, side chain protonation, or the modifi-

cation of functional groups in a bound ligand or

inhibitor. Our results reinforce the importance of

MD in calculating average electric fields or

potentials. The observed frequency shifts also

demonstrate the utility of nitrile vibrations as

probes of electrostatic fields in proteins. Because

obtaining high-quality nitrile absorption spectra

in protein solutions is straightforward (21), this

functional group should be widely applicable as

a probe of electrostatics. For hALR2, the

approach could be readily extended to measure

changes in field at solvent-excluded sites in the

Fig. 4. Correlation between observed changes in
frequency and calculated changes in electric field
along the nitrile bond of IDD743, DF

¬
, for all

mutants relative to wild-type: H110A ()), Q49R
(g), W20Y (q), F121E (N), Y48F (&), V47D (h),
K77M (r), and V47N (O). (A) DF

¬
calculated

using initial structure models, with the interior
dielectric set to 4. (B) DF

¬
calculated using energy-

minimized structure models, with the interior
dielectric set to 4. (C) DF

¬
calculated from the

mean of electric field distributions. Distributions
were generated by performing continuum electro-
statics calculations on structures obtained from MD
trajectories at time points greater than 200 ps. Each
individual continuum electrostatics calculation was
performed with the internal dielectric set to 4. (D)
DF

¬
calculated from the mean of field distributions

as in (C), but with the internal dielectric of each
continuum electrostatics calculation set to 2. The
dashed lines in (A) to (D) represent the linear cor-
relation expected from Eq. 2.
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inhibitor binding pocket, where several muta-

tions are predicted to produce much larger

frequency shifts, includingmutations at residues

believed to be important for inhibitor specific-

ity. Nitriles are a relatively common substituent

in inhibitors and marketed drugs, and this

method provides a strategy to probe the active

sites of a large number of enzymes. Techniques

to incorporate nitriles by means of nonnatural

amino acids or chemical modification of amino

acids have also been demonstrated and should

allow similar measurements in a variety of

protein systems. Direct comparison between

experimental and computational field distribu-

tions should lead to improved electrostatics

calculation methodology.
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Negative Coulomb Drag in a
One-Dimensional Wire
M. Yamamoto,1,2 M. Stopa,3 Y. Tokura,4,5 Y. Hirayama,2,4 S. Tarucha1,5

We observed negative Coulomb drag for parallel coupled quantum wires, in which electrons flow in
the opposite directions between the wires. This only occurred under the conditions of strong
correlation in the wires, that is, low density, high magnetic field, and low temperature, and cannot
be addressed by a standard theory of momentum transfer. We propose a Coulomb drag model
in which formation of a Wigner crystal state in the drag wire and a particle-like state in the drive
wire is taken into account.

E
lectrons experiencing strong Coulomb

interaction in a homogeneous positive

charge background tend to crystallize

at low temperatures into a BWigner crystal[
state (1), and Wigner crystallization for two-

dimensional (2D) electrons at a semiconductor

hetero-interface and on liquid He surfaces (2)

has been well studied. The interaction effect is

expected to be stronger in lower dimensions, that

is, in 1D rather than 2D, and also as the electron

density becomes small, due to the relative domi-

nance of Coulomb over kinetic energy and to

reduced screening (3–7). Consequently, consid-

erable effort has been devoted to the exploration

of the electronic properties of dilute 1D electron

systems, or Bquantum wires.[ However, the ex-

perimental evidence for a Wigner crystal state in

1D has long been elusive. Measurement of

Coulomb drag (8, 9) is more relevant for study-

ing electronic interaction effects and occurs for

adjacent, current-carrying systems that exchange

momentum and energy via Coulomb interactions

(10, 11). Because Coulomb drag is ultimately a

probe of charge inhomogeneity (12–15), it can

be used to investigate spontaneous charge fluc-

tuations due to many-body correlation.

Consider two parallel coupled quantum

wires. When coupling occurs via momentum-

conserving Coulombic scattering (and the parti-

cles do not have negative mass such as at the

top of a band), electrons in one of the wires

(drag wire) are dragged in the same direction as

the electron flow in the other wire (drive wire).

This phenomenon is called positive Coulomb

drag. By contrast, when the drag wire has a

relatively low electron density and when the

drive wire has a very low electron density, we

observe negative Coulomb drag, in which

electrons in the drag wire are pumped against

the bias voltage direction in the drive wire.

This negative drag is unexpected from existing

theories of Coulomb drag. Because negative

drag is enhanced in a high magnetic field and

low temperature, electronic correlation is es-

sential for this phenomenon. We propose a

model of a 1D Wigner crystal state in the drag

wire to account for our experimental data.

An n-AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructure was

used to fabricate two configurations of coupled

parallel wires in a 2D electron gas (2DEG)

(Fig. 1). The first set of coupled wires (CW1)

consisted of two wires with the same length, L
0
,

whereas the second set (CW2) had wires with

differing lengths, L
s
and L

l
. We previously used

CW1s with L
0
of 1, 2, and 4 mm to explore the

locking of two Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids (9).

In this work, we used the same CW1s but with

a lower electron density and applied high mag-

netic fields perpendicular to the 2DEG plane to

study the effects of strong correlation. CW2

with L
s
of 2(4) mm and L

l
of 4(8) mm were

newly prepared for this work.
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